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Berenberg Macro Flash 

 

Finance minister Varoufakis’ speech at an event in Greece today left open many questions, but some of the 
soundbites were promising: 
 

• “Greece’s social security system not sustainable”: that statement could soften the red lines of raising pensions 
and not raising effective retirement ages. 

• “Greece will sink without reforms”: this statement could justify new reforms and keeping some labour and 
other reforms in place instead of reversing them. 

• “No haircut on official sector debt”: Greece needs political support in the creditor nations to secure any new 
funding. Threatening not to repay the bail-out loans in full will not deliver a positive vote in Germany’s Bun-
destag for a third bail-out this summer. 

• “Greece needs realistic asset sales targets”: realistic targets may be lower than the creditors would like, but 
not zero. 

• “Greece needs to make compromises with its creditors.” With this statement, Varoufakis might be taking on 
the fiercest left-wing hardliners in Syriza. 

 
As always with Mr VaroufaAs always with Mr VaroufaAs always with Mr VaroufaAs always with Mr Varoufakis, the positive interpretations kis, the positive interpretations kis, the positive interpretations kis, the positive interpretations above may be wishful thinkingabove may be wishful thinkingabove may be wishful thinkingabove may be wishful thinking. If Varoufakis was 
employing his cherished “creative ambiguity” to the full, he could also mean (1) that the social security system 
needs to be expanded to ease Syriza’s “humanitarian crisis”, that (2) better tax enforcement is the only “structural 
reform” Greece has needed since 2007, (3) that instead of defaulting on loans, they just become converted into 
zero-interest perpetual bonds (ie. gifts), that (4) realistic asset sales targets might not be zero, but much lower 
than creditors would like and that (5) the creditors really need to compromise with Greece. So far, the only com-
promise Greece seems to be offering is raising a plethora of tax rates from VAT to luxury taxes. Such promises 
might have pleased the troika five years ago, but today the focus is much more on growth-enhancing structural 
reforms. 
 
CCCCreative ambiguity is not going to help secure money from Europereative ambiguity is not going to help secure money from Europereative ambiguity is not going to help secure money from Europereative ambiguity is not going to help secure money from Europe. Mr Varoufakis implicitly acknowledged 
that Greece will need a third bail-out this summer, not least to make the nearly €7bn in repayments due to the 
ECB in July and August. Greece does not want to default on these, but hopes that the ESM will somehow pay them 
for Greece, which is the precisely the definition of a Eurozone bail-out. Such a bail-out would require parliamen-
tary approvals in several Eurozone countries, not least in Germany. Germany’s government has the necessary 
majority and political capital to go against public opinion which is by now thanks to Mr Varoufakis’ antics firmly 
against any new aid for Greece. But an end of “creative ambiguity” and some trust-inspiring measures such as 
legislated reforms would greatly enhance Germany’s willingness to help. 
 
That leaves two important questionsThat leaves two important questionsThat leaves two important questionsThat leaves two important questions: (1) When will Mr Varoufakis table legislative proposals with social security 
and labour market reforms, which are necessary to secure the €7.2bn left left from the old bail-out. And (2), will 
the government manage to get these approved in parliament without losing its own majority over it. Traditionally, 
governments expel dissenters from their parliamentary groupings. Thus Tsipras may get the tough reform legis-
lation passed through parliament with support from the opposition, but may lose his majority and thus his job 
over it. We maintain a 70% chance that Greece will stay in the euro, with or without domestic political turmoil. 
Varoufakis’ speech may have been another step towards that. 
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is 

not a financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhan-

delsgesetz), no investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim 

completeness regarding the information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regard-

ed as a substitute for the recipient’s procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The 

message may include certain descriptions, statements, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential devel-

opment based on assumptions, which may turn out to be incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no 

liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of any kind arising out of the use of this 

message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our website or con-

tact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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